“THE MUNSEE DISTRICT 2019 KLONDIKE CHALLENGE”
February 09, 2019
Town # 5
Gourmet Hot Lunch
Method: Mayors will taste-test the food, and score the Patrol according to taste, proper
sanitation, food preparation, cooking, teamwork, presentation difficulty, and the New
BSA food pyramid.
Patrol Equipment: Propane stove, Patrol cooking gear, garbage bag, table, and food to
cook a hot nutritious lunch. The Patrols have 4 things to show the judges: 1. Menu 2.
Shopping list. (Items bought and quantity) 3. Cooking gear list. 4. Receipt from the
Patrol’s shopping adventure. Totin' chip and Firem’M Chit card are mandatory at this
Town!
Number of Scouts Participating: Entire Patrol! (8 or less)
Mayor Olin Jackson & Deputy Mayors: Please read the following information to
each Patrol. Please note, be prepared to handle 4 Patrols at a time, use your Deputy

Mayors.
Do not start this event until you are told to do so or until your Patrol understands the
instructions. Welcome to “Gourmet Hot Lunch.” Each Patrol will be expected to cook
a hot nutritious lunch. Mayors will taste-test the food for judging. The lunch must
encompass the food pyramid and be cooked in the allotment time. Each Patrol will be
judged on taste, presentation, difficulty and the BSA food pyramid. Points are also given
for lunch area cleanup. Time limit: 45 minutes.
All standard Scouting rules will apply at all times.
Remember teamwork works. The scoring is as follows.
BSA food pyramid 2 points
Proper sanitation
1 point
Food preparation
1 point
Presentation
1 point
Difficulty
1 point
Taste
1 point
Leadership
1 point
Teamwork
1 point
Cleanup
1 point
The highest score is 10 points
Mayor’s note: To prevent any impropriety, No Adults are allowed to assist any Patrol in
any way. Furthermore, Scout Leaders and parents should be cautioned not to follow their
Scouts' sled throughout the course.
In the case of a Scout or Patrol being accused of cheating, you should immediately
contact the Lieutenant Governor Mr. Curt Kamichoff by using a two-way radio system.

